
Serial - Number

Operating hrs hrs

Date of measurement t/m³

t

Bucket volume m³

Engine type

Nominal Value

Kind of movement
BH 1. 2.

Raise Pos. 1→2 sec 8.5 ± 1 9.45 9.19 9.32 YES

Lowering  Pos. 2→1 sec 5.5 ± 1 5.12 4.90 5.01 YES

Pos. 1→2 sec 8.0 ± 1 7.97 7.78 7.88 YES

Pos. 2→1 sec 7.0 ± 1 7.06 7.05 7.06 YES

Curl Pos. 1→2 sec 6.5 ± 1 6.23 5.83 6.03 YES

Dump Pos. 2→1 sec 6.0 ± 1 5.49 5.42 5.46 YES

LH Swing (180°) sec 8,5 (max.) 8.89 8.13 8.51 YES

RH Swing (180°) sec 8,5 (max.) 8.66 8.35 8.51 YES

LH Swing (3 revolution) sec 45.0 42.25 41.73 41.99 YES

RH Swing (3 revolution) sec 45.0 42.30 42.20 42.25 YES

LH Track forwards (1 G) sec 160.0 ± 6,0 53.00 54.00 53.50 YES, 1rev

LH Track forwards (2 G) sec 70.0 ± 4,0 37.00 36.80 36.90 no, 1 rev

LH Track reverse (1 G) sec 160.0 ± 6,0 55.00 55.20 55.10 YES, 1rev

LH Track reverse (2 G) sec 70.0 ± 4,0 36.92 36.89 36.91 no, 1 rev

RH Track forwards (1 G) sec 160.0 ± 6,0 53.92 54.00 53.96 YES, 1rev

RH Track forwards (2 G) sec 70.0 ± 4,0 36.60 36.20 36.40 no, 1 rev

RH Track reverse (1 G) sec 160.0 ± 6,0 55.20 43.57 49.39 YES, 1rev

RH Track reverse (2 G) sec 70.0 ± 4,0 36.67 36.76 36.72 no, 1 rev

Average:

± 2,0
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Preparation:

• For all tests of cycle time, it is essential to have proper and identical adjustments in order to get a

good comparison and results

• Use a stop watch to measure the cycle times

• Carry out all tests every time on a flat ground and with an empty bucket

• Rapidly move the control lever to the respective end position (start the stop watch when the movement starts)

and apply the lever until the final position of the movement is reached (stop the stop watch)

• Fill in the measured time in the column actual value

The column "Average" calculates the 2 measured values automatically.

→ confirm the results by marking in file "OK?" (make a cross or a tick). When there is the value too different,

check the function accordingly

→ Pos.1: Stick and bucket cylinders needs to be

compl. extended.

Lower the boom so, that the bucket is just above

the ground.

→ Test: RAISE: Extend the boom cylinders compl.

until Pos. 2 have reached

→ Pos. 2: Attachment in same position as in Pos. 1,

but the boom cyl. have to be compl. extended.

→ Test LOWERING: Retract the boom cylinders

compl. and move from Pos. 2 to Pos.1

(Stop the moving of the attachment just above

the ground in a timely manner)

→ Pos. 1: Lift the boom so that the bucket is parallel

to the ground and ca. on the level of the slew ring.

The stick cyl. needs to be completely retracted

→  Test: EXTENDING: Extend the stick cyl. compl.

until Pos. 2 have reached

→  Pos. 2: Attachment in same position as in Pos. 1,

but the stick cyl. have to be compl. extended

→ Test: RETRACTING: Retract the stick cylinders

compl. until Pos. 1 have reached

→ Pos. 1: Boom and stick cyl. completely extended.

Then retract the stick cyl. and boom cyl. in that way
that you will get the bucket cyl. completely retracted

(only that allows us to get proper cycle times!)

→ Test: CURL: Extend the bucket cyl. compl.

until Pos. 2 have reached

→ Pos. 2: Attachment in same position as in Pos. 1, but

the bucket cyl. have to be compl. extended

→ Test: DUMP: Retract the bucket cyl. compl. until

Pos. 1 have reached

→ Position of work equipment: Max. reach

→ Measure time taken to swing for one full turn

→ Measure time taken to swing for three full turns

→ Measure overswing

→ Mark one pin of the track and one position on the carbody with paint

→ Raise one track off the ground

→ Start revolution of the lifted track in travel direction

→ After half revolution start the measurement for one whole revolution

of the track

→ Repeat this procedure for the other track
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